Recently, cyber attacks are constantly increasing, and the recognition of cyber attacks beforehand has risen in prominence for the rapid response. However, since the attackers generally use hidden IP via VPN or Proxy to hide their actions and origins, it is not easy to recognize their attacks in advance. To address this problem, in this paper, we propose an approach to extract the cyber reconnaissance activity pattern of the attacker who uses hidden IP. We first collected the web logs that generated by the attackers who had accessed certain web pages using hidden IP. Then we analysed the collected web logs based on SNA(Social Network Analysis) and K-means clustering algorithm, and extracted some differentiated behavior patterns. We also compare the extracted behavior patterns and the normal behavior patterns of general web users to verify the differences of them.
-Step 0:
· Select K objects as initial centroids.
-Step 1: (Assignment)
· For each object compute distances to k centroids. · Assign each object to the cluster to which it is the closest.
-Step 2: (New Centroids)
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